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Abstract
In order to overcome the difficulty in solving the boundary value problem of
electrostatic field with complex boundary and to give a new method for solving the third boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation, in this paper, the
third boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation is studied by combining
conformal mapping with theoretical analysis, the several analytical solutions
of third boundary value problems of Laplace’s equation are gives, the correctness of its solution is verified through computer numerical simulation,
and a new idea and method for solving the third boundary value problem of
Laplace’s equation is obtained. In this paper, the boundary condition of the
solving domain is changed by the appropriate conformal mapping, so that the
boundary value problem on the transformed domain is easy to be solved or
be known, and then the third kind boundary value of the Laplace’s equation
can be solved easily; its electric potential distribution is known. Furthermore,
the electric field line and equipotential line are plotted by using the MATLAB
software.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
For the third kind boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation, if only a single
boundary condition is found on the same boundary line, the separation variable
method can be used [1]. The separation variable method cannot be used directly
for the case with different types of boundary conditions on the same boundary
line. If a proper conformal transformation is used, the boundary condition of the
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boundary line is converted into a single type, which makes the boundary value
problem in the domain of after transformation easy to handle or even to be
known. Then it is easy to get the solution of the Laplace’s equation’s third
boundary value problem of after transformation. Then the solution of the original third kind boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation can be obtained
through the transformation function relation.
The third boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation is studied by using
functional variations, and it is proved to be equivalent to an extreme value problem of functional variations in literature [2]; the third boundary value problem
of Laplace equation is studied with an example of ship motion at sea, and its
numerical solution is given in literature [3]; a Monte Carlo method for solving
the third boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation is proposed in literature
[4]; the algorithm provides a possibility to construct unbiased estimators of solutions. However, the research on the analytical solution of the third boundary
value problem of Laplace’s equation has not been mentioned in the relevant literature. In this paper, the third boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation is
discussed by combining to conformal mapping and theoretical analysis; a new
method for solving the third boundary value problem of Laplace’s equation is
given and its analytical solution is obtained.

2. The Electric Field Distribution in a Semi-Infinite Domain
above a Charged Plane
Figure 1 shows a cross section of a charged plane, in which the electric potential
equal to zero within x < −1 on coordinate axis x, and the normal derivative of
electric potential equal to zero within −1 < x < 1 on coordinate axis x, also the
electric potential equal to U 0 within x > 1 on coordinate axis x. Now let us
solve aforementioned electric potential distribution above the charged plate.
This boundary value problem can be written as

 ∂ 2ϕ ∂ 2ϕ
=
0
( −∞ < x < +∞, y > 0 )
 2 +
∂y 2
 ∂x

x, 0 ) 0 ( x < −1) ; ϕ (=
x, 0 ) U 0 ( x > 1)
ϕ (=
 ∂ϕ

= 0
( y = 0, −1 < x < 1)
 ∂y

(1)

Figure 1. The boundary of solution domain with
different types boundary conditions.
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This is the third kind boundary value problem of the Laplace’s equation, and
there are two different boundary conditions on one of its boundary ( y = 0 ). It is
difficult to solve the electric potential distribution directly. In order to solve this
boundary value problem easily, first of all, the following transformation function
[5] is used

ζ = arc sin ( z )

(2)

Thus, the upper half plane of z plane is mapped onto a semi-infinite strip domain of ζ plan by using above transformation function, and the boundary
condition of the bottom of the semi-infinite strip domain is change into the
∂ϕ
= 0 , as shown in Figure 2.
second kind of boundary condition, that is
∂y
After the mapping function (2), the Equation (1) becomes

 ∂ 2ϕ ∂ 2ϕ
0 ( −1 < ξ < 1,η > 0 )
 2+ =
∂η 2
 ∂ξ

=
ϕ ξ=
U0
0;=
ϕ ξ =
−π 2
π 2

 ∂ϕ 0
=
ξ < 1,η 0 )
( −1 <=
 ∂η
Because

(3)

∂ϕ
= 0 on the of the bottom of the semi infinite strip domain, and
∂η

other two sides of the semi infinite strip domain are parallel, so the electric field
inside this domain is a uniform field, then the electric potential function of Equation (3) is obviously

=
ϕ

U0 U0
+
ξ
2
π

(4)

Now let us express ξ using x and y. Because of the inverse function of the
Equation (2) is z = sin (ζ ) , therefore

=
x sin
=
(ξ ) cosh (η ) , y cos (ξ ) sinh (η )

(5)

when 0 < ξ < π 2 , sin (ξ ) or cos (ξ ) are not equal to zero, then we get the
following formula form the formula (5)

Figure 2. The solving domain transformed with
single type boundary condition on each boundary.
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x2
y2
−
=
1
sin 2 (ξ ) cos 2 (ξ )

(6)

For each changeless ξ , the focus of the hyperbola (6) is

± sin 2 (ξ ) + cos 2 (ξ ) =
±1
z=

(7)

The horizontal axis length of the hyperbola (6) is 2sin ξ , the absolute value
of the difference in distance of the from the point ( x, y ) to the two focal points
of the hyperbola on the first quadrant is

( x + 1)

2

+ y2 −

( x − 1)

2

+ y2 =
2sin (ξ )

(8)

By substituting Equation (8) into Equation (4), the electric potential distribution function in the semi-infinite domain above the charged plane is expressed
as


U0 U0
=
ϕ
+
arcsin 

2
π


( x + 1)

2

+ y2 −

( x − 1)

2

2

+ y2 




(9)

In order to give an intuitive image of the distribution of the electric field in the
semi-infinite domain above the charged plane, and to verify the correctness of
the conclusion of the results of the above research, next, the electric field line
and the equipotential line diagram of the electric field in the semi infinite region
above the charged plane are plotted by the mathematical software MATLAB, as
shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the electric field lines are perpendicular to
the surface of the conductor and the equipotential lines and neither electric field
lines emit from the boundary of the second kind of boundary condition (i.e.
∂ϕ
= 0 ) nor electric field lines terminate on it. All of the above are the expected
∂y
results, this shows that the research method in this paper is correct and its conclusion is reliable.
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Figure 3. The electric field lines and equipotential lines of the
electric fields in a semi infinite domain above a charged plane.
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3. The Electric Field of a Charged Right Angle Domain
Figure 4 shows a cross section with an infinite long charged right angle domain,
in which the electric potential equal to zero within y = 0 on coordinate axis x,
the electric potential equal to U 0 within −1 < y < 1 on coordinate axis y, and
the normal derivative of electric potential equal to zero within y > 1 on coordinate axis y. Now let us solve aforementioned electric potential distribution in a
charged right angle domain. This boundary value problem can be written as

 ∂ 2ϕ ∂ 2ϕ
0
( x > 0, y > 0 )
 2 + =
∂y 2
 ∂x

y ) U0
) 0 ( x > 0 ) ; ϕ ( 0, =
ϕ ( x, 0=
 ∂ϕ
= 0
x 0, y > 1)
(=
 ∂x

( 0 < y < 1)

(10)

This boundary value problem is the third kind boundary value problem of
Laplace’s equation, and there are two different boundary conditions on one of its
boundary (i.e. x = 0 ). It is difficult to solve the electric potential distribution
directly. In order to solve this boundary value problem conveniently, first of all,
the following transformation function [6] is used

w =u + iv =i z

(11)

By transformation (11), the domain on the z plane, shape like the quadrant, as
shown in Figure 4, is mapped to the quadrant domain on the w plane, as shown
in Figure 5, then Equation (10) becomes

 ∂ 2ϕ ∂ 2ϕ
0
( u > 0, v > 0 )
 2+ =
∂v 2
 ∂u
0, v ) 0 ( v > 0 ) ; ϕ (=
u, 0 ) U 0
ϕ (=
 ∂ϕ
 = 0
( v= 0, 0 < u < 1)
 ∂v

(1 < u < +∞ )

(12)

Reusing the conformal transformation function as follows

ζ = arcsin ( w )

(13)

Thus, the domain on the w plane, shape like the quadrant, is mapped to a
semi infinite strip domain on the ζ plane, and after the mapping, the boundary conditions at the bottom of the semi infinite strip domain be changed into
∂ϕ
the second kinds of boundary conditions, that is
= 0 , as shown in Figure 6.
∂η
By transformation (13), Equation (12) becomes

 ∂ 2ϕ ∂ 2ϕ
π

0 η > 0, 0 < ξ < 
 2+ =
2
2
ξ
η
∂
∂



0;=
ϕ ξ π 2 U0
=
ϕ ξ 0=
=

π

 ∂ϕ = 0
η = 0, 0 < ξ < 
 ∂η
2
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Figure 4. The cross sectionof a charged right angle
domain and its boundary condition.

Figure 5. The solvingdomain mapped and its
boundary condition.

Figure 6. The solving domain remapped and its
boundary condition.

Because

∂ϕ
= 0 on the bottom of the semi infinite strip domain, and the
∂η

other two sides of the semi infinite domain are parallel, so the electric field inside this domain is a uniform field, therefore, the electric potential function of
the Equation (14) is obviously

ϕ=
DOI: 10.4236/jamp.2019.73039
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Now let us express ξ by using x and y. Because of the inverse function of the
Equation (13) is z = sin (ζ ) , by using the same way of calculation as from formula (5) to (8), we obtain

( u + 1)

2

+ v2 −

( u − 1)

2

+ v2 =
2sin (ξ )

(16)

and by using formula (11), we get

=
u

y
x
=
; v
2
2
2
x +y
x + y2

(17)

By substituting Equations (16) and (17) into Equation (4), hence the electric
field distribution of the infinite long charged right angle domain is expressed as

ϕ=

 x2 + y 2 + 2 y + 1 − x2 + y 2 − 2 y + 1 
2U 0

arcsin 
π


2 x2 + y 2

(18)

In order to give an intuitive image of the electric field distribution in the
charged right angle domain, and to verify the correctness of the conclusion of
the above research, the electric field line and the equipotential line diagram of
the electric field in the infinite long charged right angle domain are plotted by
the mathematical software MATLAB, as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that
the electric field line is perpendicular to the surface of the conductor and the
equipotential lines and neither electric field lines emit from the boundary of the
∂ϕ
= 0 ) nor electric field lines termisecond kind of boundary condition (i.e.
∂y
nate on it, as shown in Figure 7. All of the above are the expected results, this
shows that the research method in this paper is correct and the conclusion is reliable.

4. The Electric Field in a Strip Region of Charged Condition
and Insulated Condition
Figure 8 shows the boundary condition of an infinite long strip domain. Now let
us solve the electric potential distribution in an infinite long strip domain. This
boundary value problem can be written as

 ∂ 2ϕ ∂ 2ϕ
0 ( −∞ < x < +∞, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1)
 2 +=
∂y 2
 ∂x

ϕ ( 0, y ) = −U 0 ( −∞ < x < 0, y = 1) ; ϕ (π , y ) = U 0 ( −∞ < x < 0, y = 0 ) (19)
 ∂ϕ

0
, y 0 ) ; ( 0 < x < +∞
, y 1)
=
=
=
( 0 < x < +∞
 ∂y
This boundary value problem is the third kind boundary value problem of
Laplace’s equation, and there are two different boundary conditions on the
boundary. It is difficult to solve the potential distribution directly. In order to
solve this boundary value problem conveniently, the following transformation
function [7] is used

(

=
ζ arcsin −e− πz
DOI: 10.4236/jamp.2019.73039
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Thus, the infinite long strip domain on the z plane is mapped to a
semi-infinite long strip domain on the ζ plane, and the boundary condition at
the bottom of the semi-infinite strip domain mapped are second kind of boundary
∂ϕ
conditions (i.e.
= 0 ), as shown in Figure 9. By using transformation func∂η
tion (20), Equation (19) becomes

Figure 7. The electric field line and the equipotential line
diagram in the infinite long charged right angle domain.

Figure 8. The charged strip domain and its boundary condition.

Figure 9. The solving domain mapped and its boundary condition.
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 ∂ 2ϕ ∂ 2ϕ
0 (η > 0, 0 < ξ < π )
 2+ =
∂η 2
 ∂ξ

= U 0 ; ϕ ξ π = −U 0
ϕ ξ 0=
=

 ∂ϕ = 0
(η = 0, 0 < ξ < π )
 ∂η

(21)

∂ϕ
= 0 on the bottom of the semi-infinite strip domain, and the
∂η

Because

other two sides of the semi-infinite domain are parallel, so the electric field inside this domain is a uniform field, therefore, the electric potential function of
the Equation (21) is obviously

ϕ= −

(

2U 0
ξ
π

(22)

Form Equation (20), we obtain [8]

ζ = i ln −e− πz + e−2πz + 1

)

 −4πx

1
 e −2πx sin ( 2πy )   − πx
+ 2e −2πx cos ( 2πy ) + 1 ⋅ sin  arctan  −2πx
− e sin ( πy ) 
4e


e
cos ( 2πy ) + 1  


 2
1

= − arctan 

2π
x
−
2
1
 e
sin ( 2πy )   − πx
 4 −4πx

−2πx
cos ( 2πy ) + 1 ⋅ cos  arctan  −2πx
+ 2e
  + e cos ( πy )  (23)
 e
e
2
cos
2π
1
y
+
(
)

 



i 
+ ln e −2πx + e −4πx + 2e −2πx cos ( 2πy ) + 1
2 
 −e −2πx sin ( 2πy ) 
 
− 2e − πx 4 e −4πx + 2e −2πx cos ( 2πy ) + 1 ⋅ cos  −2πx
 + πy  
e
cos ( 2πy ) + 1 

 

By substituting the real part of the Equation (23) into Equation (22), hence the
electric field distribution of the infinite long strip domain is expressed as


1
 e −2πx sin ( 2πy )   − πx
 4 e −4πx + 2e −2πx cos ( 2πy ) + 1 ⋅ sin  arctan  −2πx
  − e sin ( πy ) 
cos ( 2πy ) + 1  


U
e
 2
ϕ ( x, y ) = 0 arctan 
 (24)
−2πx
π


 e
sin ( 2πy ) 
1
 4 −4πx

−2πx
− πx
cos ( 2πy ) + 1 ⋅ cos  arctan  −2πx
+ 2e
  + e cos ( πy ) 
 e
e
2
cos ( 2πy ) + 1  





In order to give an intuitive image of the electric field distribution in the finite
long charged strip domain, and to verify the correctness of the conclusion of the
above research, the electric field line and the equipotential line diagram of the
electric field in the infinite long charged strip domain are plotted by the mathematical software MATLAB, as shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that the electric field lines are perpendicular to the surface of the conductor and the equipotential lines and neither electric field lines emit from the boundary of the second
∂ϕ
= 0 ) nor electric field lines terminate on it
kind of boundary condition (i.e.
∂y
as shown in Figure 10. All of the above expected results, shows that the research
method in this paper is correct and the conclusion is reliable too.
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Figure 10. The electric field line and the equipotential line diagram in the electric
field in a strip domain of the charged condition and insulated condition.

5. Concluding Remarks
The research method of computer numerical simulation has become the third
research means other than the experimental research and the theoretical analysis.
In this paper, by combining theoretical analysis with computer numerical simulation, the third boundary value problem of the Laplace’s equation is solved by
using the conformal mapping method, and the visual image of the electric field
distribution is given; the conclusion of this paper provides a new way of thinking
and method for solving the complex electrostatic field boundary value problem
and realizing the visualization of that. It is a new way of solving the complex
electrostatic field boundary value problem, and it has a reference value for relevant scientific research and teaching.
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